
- Standing around with your hands 

in your pockets is considered 

rude. 

- Making a “V” sign with your 

fingers and then placing it on the 

outside of each nostril is an 

obscene gesture. 

- Burping out loud is considered 

very rude. 

Gift Giving  

- Simple gifts may be brought to a 

first meeting, usually from one’s 

company. Gifts should be nicely 

wrapped and to be opened right 

away. 

Appropriate Gifts:   

-white flowers (sent ahead of 

time), wine, spirits, candy, or local 

crafts from your region 

Gifts to Avoid:   

- gifts made of silver, as it is 

associate to trinkets sold to 

tourists, red flowers (negative 

connotation), marigolds symbolize 

death  

Meetings and 

Negotiations 

- Arriving on time for a meeting is 

important , although you may 

have to wait 30 minutes for your 

counterpart. 

- There is usually 5-15 minutes of 

small talk before getting down to 

business. 

- Mexicans tend to value 

relationship building and 

harmony so it is important to 

avoid hard selling, pressure tactics 

and any sort of conflict or 

confrontation. 

- Mexicans tend to favor an indirect 

style of communication over a 

direct style. 

- Mexicans can become animated 

when negotiating, be sure to not 

mistake this for aggression. 

- Titles are very important and it is 

best to address people directly by 

using their title or “Señor”(Mr.), 

“Señora” (Mrs.), “Señorita” (Miss), 

followed by their surname. 

Business Attire  

- Stylish, yet classic, dark colored 

suits with shirt and ties are 

recommended for men. Being well 

groomed is important.  

- Women- classic stylish  suits also 

recommended. 

Behavior  

- Mexicans are comfortable 

standing close to one another. It is 

considered rude to back up or 

away from someone while they are 

speaking. 

- If offered something to drink, do 

not refuse, as it may be seen as an 

insult. 

- Business lunches are the 

traditional form of business 

entertaining, an essential part of 

business to establish a personal 

relationship, and they can last 3 to 

4 hours. 

- Standing with your hands on your 

hips; usually signifies anger.  
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Conversation  

- Mexicans are often curious 

about comparing the relative 

prices of items sold in Mexico and 

other countries. Do not be 

surprised if you are asked about 

the prices of certain goods in your 

home country. 

- Refrain from using first names 

until invited to do so. 

- Mexicans use a “psst-psst” sound 

to catch another’s attention in 

public. This is not considered rude.  

- Hispanics generally use two 

surnames. The first surname listed 

is from the father, and the second 

surname listed is from the mother. 

When speaking to someone use his 

or her father’s surname. 

-  If you do not speak Spanish, 

consider bringing an interpreter.  

Topics to Discuss:  

- Mexican culture, food, art, 

history, museums, fútbol, Mexican 

music and film 

Topics to Avoid:  

- The Mexican-American war, 

poverty, illegal aliens, drug 

trafficking, politics, religion 

 

Mexico  

Country Overview: 

Location: Middle America, bordering the 
Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico, 
between Belize, the United States, and  
Guatemala 

Size: 1,964,375 sq km 

Population: 116,220,947 (July 2013 

est.)   

Capital: Mexico City (Distrito Federal) 

Exports-commodities: manufactured 

goods, oil and oil products, silver, fruits, 

vegetables, coffee, cotton 

Imports-commodities: metalworking 

machines, steel mill products, agricultural 

machinery, electrical equipment, car parts 

for assembly, repair parts for motor 

vehicles, aircraft, and aircraft parts 

Currency: Mexican Pesos (MXN) 

Ethnic groups:  mestizo (Amerindian-

Spanish) 60%, Amerindian or 

predominantly Amerindian 30%, white 

9%, other 1% 

Religion: Roman Catholic 82.7%, 

Protestant 1.6%, Jehovah's Witnesses 

1.4%, other Evangelical Churches 5%, 

other 1.9%, none 4.7%, unspecified 

2.7% (2000 census)  

Government type: federal republic 

Chief of State: President Enrique Peña 

Nieto  (as of December 1, 2012). The 

President is both Chief of  State and Head 

of Government 

Language: Spanish  92.7%, Spanish and 

indigenous languages  5.7%, indigenous 

only 0.8%. Indigenous languages include 

various  Mayan, Nahuati, and other 

regional languages 
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